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Academic freedom and the paradox of tolerance 

Ruth Pearce 

 

I recently explored the relationship between academic freedom and trans liberation on a walk with a 

fellow sociologist. As we carefully negotiated the grasping branches that complicated our traverse of 

a muddy country track, she outlined a discussion within her institution’s staff and student LGBTQ 

network.  

The network was considering responses to an ongoing anti-trans moral panic in UK media, 

universities, and legislatures; a talk on the topic by a trans rights group was proposed. However, a 

member of the communications team expressed apprehension about generating controversy and 

backlash. This minor incident reflects the impact of far wider conflicts around academic freedom. 

Historically, proponents of academic freedom have defended the autonomous pursuit of knowledge 

in terms of freedom from censure by state or religious authorities.1,2 However, more recently, 

university-based movements to oppose sexual misconduct, decolonise curricula, and pursue 

liberation for disabled or LGBTQ people have met with accusations of censorship from politicians 

and journalists as well as academics.  

In February 2021, the UK Government outlined a new law to ‘strengthen free speech and academic 

freedom’ against those ‘who prioritise “emotional safety” over free speech, or who equate speech 

with violence’. 3  Critics noted scant evidence of the problem the Government paper purported to 

address: aside from anecdotes and press reports, the only sources cited in the paper were reports by 

the Policy Exchange thinktank and anti-LGBTQ group ADF International.4 

Disputes over trans liberation have proved an important focal point for these debates. Trans people 

and our supporters are said to be eroding the rights of non-trans women and children by 

undermining traditional notions of sex and gender.5  We are further positioned as attacking 



academic freedom by protesting, naming or complaining about transphobia in universities: in this 

way, we are portrayed as intolerant towards those critical of our existence in public life.6   

The irony of this is that the concept of academic freedom (and free speech more widely) is being 

employed against the exact kinds of scholarship that have traditionally faced censure. I and many 

colleagues have experienced extensive abuse on social media, threats of hostile legislation, and 

attempts to halt research or publication through malicious complaints to managers, funders, and 

journal editors. 

The research process itself is also being disrupted. Peel and Newman’s survey on legal gender 

received an uptick in polarised, ‘confrontational’ responses after being shared on a UK anti-trans 

forum.7 Stein and Appel describe how a survey on young LGBTQ people’s experiences of 

cyberbullying in Germany was derailed: ‘nearly every new dataset contained expletives, hate speech 

[…] a particularly popular answer to the open-format question on assigned sex was [Nazi combat 

tank] “Panzerkampfwagen Panther”’.8  

Trans and pro-trans scholars and students do face a threat to our academic freedom: from those 

who subject us to hate speech or actual violence. 9 If we are afraid to speak out, or have to adapt 

research to minimise harassment, we are not truly free to undertake our studies.  

Popper famously described the paradox of tolerance: ‘If we extend unlimited tolerance even to 

those who are intolerant […] then the tolerant will be destroyed, and tolerance with them’.10 This 

must necessarily define the scope of academic freedom. All academics should be free to pursue 

knowledge and truth; for this to be possible, we must fight back against intolerance towards groups 

such as trans people.   
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